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Fig.: 1 Screenshot of Planet Simulator in interactive mode



TheThe Planet Simulator is designed as an EMIC (Earth Models of is designed as an EMIC (Earth Models of Intermediate is designed as an EMIC (Earth Models of Intermediate Complexity) type
model,model, with itsmodel, with its priorities set to performance, easymodel, with its priorities set to performance, easy handling and portability. The key features of
the Planet Simulator are:

ModularModular approach: The code The code is split into modules, which can be m The code is split into modules, which can be maintained mostl The code is split into modules, which can be maintained mostly
independent from otherindependent from other modules. Where applicapable there isindependent from other modules. Where applicapable there is a choice of modules for different
purposes,purposes, e.g.  ocean models of different complexity or transfpurposes,  e.g.  ocean models of different complexity or t ransformation apurposes, e.g. ocean models of different complexity or transformation algorithm modules for
differentdifferent hardwardifferent hardware, e.g. parallel scalar machines versus vector processor macdifferent hardware, e.g. parallel scalar machines versus vector processor machines. Thdifferent hardware, e.g. parallel scalar machines versus vector processor machines. The
modularitymodularity is either on code level (modularity is either on code level (FORTmodularity is either on code level (FORTRAN-90 modules) or on process level (coupling of
larger components with an coupling interface (MPCCI).

Interaction: The planet simulator can run in basically two The planet simulator can run in basically two modes. A batch The planet simulator can run in basically two modes. A batch mode for long runs,
whichwhich don't  require any parameter changes during the run which don't  require any parameter changes during the run and an iwhich don't  require any parameter changes during the run and an interactive mode. The
interactiveinteractive mode provides the userinteractive mode provides the user withinteractive mode provides the user with a GUI, that displays a user selectable set  of graphics and
aa set of contra set of controls (sliders, buttons, menus), that have a direct effect on the running model. Tha set of cont rols (sliders, buttons, menus), that have a direct  effect on the running model.  The
interactiveinteractive mode is designed tinteractive mode is designed to aid in tuinteractive mode is designed to aid in tuning of parameterization and debugging. Other major
applications are education and online visualization of climate experiments.

Portability: The development process The development process is done and tested on The development process is done and tested on a variety of hardware and operating
systems.systems. Cusystems. Current devesystems. Current development platforms include Cray vector machines, Sun multi- and single-
processorprocessor workstations, Linux-PCs and Linux-cluster with upprocessor workstations, Linux-PCs and Linux-cluster with up to 32 nodes. The commonprocessor workstations, Linux-PCs and Linux-cluster with up to 32 nodes. The common library
MPIMPI (Message Passing Interface) is used for multiprocessor andMPI (Message Passing Interface) is used for multiprocessor and parallel hardware. The codeMPI (Message Passing Interface) is used for multiprocessor and parallel hardware. The code of
the modules is strict FORTRAN-90 code, avoiding any vendor specific constructs or libraries.

Readability:Readability: ThoughThough optimized for performance, the code is writtenThough optimized for performance, the code is written such, that the scientist or
studentstudent can learn the structurestudent can learn the structure and organization very fast. This leads tostudent can learn the structure and organizat ion very fast. This leads to short  learning phases and
makesmakes themakes the planet simulator an idealmakes the planet simulator an ideal training tool for scientist, that want to work omakes the planet simulator an ideal training tool for scientist, that want to work on
comprehensive models later.

Scalability: The The model can be run The model can be run on selectable resolutions, for each of its larger components,
like atmosphere,  ocean, ice, depending on the need for fast processing or high resolution.

Status: The atmospheric component of the planet  simulator is the The atmospheric component of the planet simulator is the model PUMA-II The atmospheric component of the planet  simulator is the model PUMA-II (Fraedrich,
19981998),1998), 1998), while the ocean component is MOM-3. Ice- and vegetation components are under
development, while more components will be introduced during the next two years.

Availability: The planet simulator and its source code will be freely The planet simulator and its source code will be freely available to The planet simulator and its source code will be freely available to the community
atat the end ofat the end of 2003. Scientist , that participate in the development process have permanentat the end of 2003. Scientist, that participate in the development process have permanent access
toto the sources of the planet  simulator. The atmospheto the sources of the planet simulator. The atmosphere modeto the sources of the planet  simulator. The atmosphere model PUMA, the postprocessor and
many tools can be downloaded from our website "http://puma.dkrz.de/puma".
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High versus Variable Resolution in Climate Modelling
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The ARPEGE/IFS-based climate model in use at Météo-France for about 10 years (Déqué et al., 1994)
has a regional version centered over the Mediterranean basin. This version is a spectral global model with
variable resolution based on Courtier and Geleyn (1988). Variable resolution over the globe is an
alternative to limited area modelling. It demands more to the computer, since about 50% of the
calculations are made outside the area of interest, and less to people in charge of the simulation, since the
handling of lateral boundary conditions is avoided. Two possible drawbacks arise from this approach. The
first one is the impact of variable mesh on the discretization. This drawback is harmless because two
neighbouring grid points have a very similar grid spacing, and the error due to the not exact centering of
finite differences is negligible compared with the discretization error. The latitude-longitude discretization
of most GCMs induces a larger variability in the mesh size as latitude increases. Moreover, when a GCM
uses a spectral resolution, this problem disappears. The second drawback is more serious. It is well known
that model systematic errors are resolution dependent. There is a risk that systematic errors in the low-
resolution part of the globe contaminate the domain of interest. It is even possible that an imbalance
between two regions creates an artificial circulation, resulting in a variable resolution model climate
poorer than the low resolution model climate.

The variable resolution approach has thus been extensively tested. First tests with an adiabatic
formulation have been followed by tests in long climate runs with variable resolution (Déqué and
Piedelievre, 1995). It has been demonstrated that at constant computational cost, a variable resolution
model over Europe performs better than a constant resolution one. Recently, Lorant and Royer (2001)
extented this conclusion to the equatorial domain, using an aquaplanet version of the model.

The capacity of the last generation of computer have made possible the ultimate test, i.e. the
comparison of a variable resolution version, with a version with the maximum resolution over the globe.
Our variable resolution model has a maximum resolution of 0.5° in the Mediterranean sea, and a minimum
resolution of 4.5° in the south Pacific. The challenger version has a 0.5° resolution over the globe. Its cost
is 16 times the cost of the variable resolution version in computation time, since the time step must be
halved for numerical stability. The memory and storage costs are 9 times that of the variable resolution
model. Of course, if one is interested in other regions like the tropics, the high resolution model offers
additional advantages versus the « Mediterranean » model.

Both high and variable resolution models have been run 10 years with climatological sea surface
temperatures. In these simulations both models use the same time step (15 min) to ensure a clean
comparison. A third simulation of the same kind has been performed with the standard version of the
climate model (2.8° resolution). The question is whether the variable resolution (VR) produces a climate
closer to the high resolution (HR) than the low resolution (LR) in the Mediterranean area. We limit here
our analysis to winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) and to 2 m-temperature and precipitation fields. To avoid a
trivial result for temperature, this field is corrected from the orography effect with a 6.5 K/km vertical
gradient. Indeed VR has a good representation of orography in the high resolution area.

Figure 1 shows the spatial correlation between VR and HR  and between LR and HR for winter
precipitation and elevation-corrected temperature as a function of the distance from the pole of resolution.
As far as temperature is concerned, the correspondance is very good, due to the pole-to-equator
temperature gradient. Beyond 4000 km, VR and LR are equally correlated to HR. As far as precipitation is
concerned, the correlation is smaller, but VR is a better approximation to HR than LR in the high
resolution area.



Figure 2 presents the same parameters for summer.  The main difference with winter is in the higher
variability of the precipitation correlation as a function of distance. At about 3000 km from the center of
the Mediterranean sea, VR exhibits a minimum correlation, due to the differences in precipitation pattern
in tropical Africa. Nevertheless, VR is still the better simulator of HR in the high resolution area.

Figure 1: correlation between variable and high resolution (solid line) and between low and high
resolution (dot line) as a function of the distance from the center of the Mediterranean sea (unit 1000
km) for precipitation (thin line) and temperature (thick line) in DJF.

Figure 2: as Figure 1 for JJA.
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Energetics of African Easterly Waves using the Canadian Regional 
Climate Model (CRCM): A first approach. 
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The Lorenz energy cycle of African 
Easterly Waves (AEWs) as simulated by the 
Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM), has 
been calculated.  

 
The CRCM uses a semi-implicit, semi-

Lagrangian numerical scheme to solve the fully 
elastic non-hydrostatic Euler equations (Laprise et 
al. 1997) and the subgrid-scale physical 
parameterization package of the second-generation 
Canadian Centre for Climate modelling and 
analysis atmospheric General Circulation Model 
(CCCma AGCM 2) (McFarlane et al., 1992). A 
complete description of the numerical formulation 
of the model and the principal characteristics of the 
physical package can be found in Caya and Laprise 
(1999). In the present work, we use the version 3.5 
of the CRCM in which moist convection is 
parameterized using the Kain and Fritsch (1990) 
scheme. The model is driven by National Centers 
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) atmospheric 
re-analyses and the Sea Surface Temperatures 
(SST) are from the Atmospheric Model 
Intercomparison Project (AMIP II) data. 

  
A first simulation (simulation # 1) over a 

171 by 75 gridpoint domain with 100-km grid 
spacing in the horizontal and 10 Gal-Chen (GC) 
levels in the vertical, was made for the period from 
May to September 1995. The data generated by this 
simulation were used to drive a second run of the 
model (simulation # 2) at higher resolution over a 
151 by 81 gridpoint domain with 50-km grid 
spacing and 19 GC levels, for August 1995 (Fig. 1). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Computational domains. The largest domain 
corresponds to the simulation #1 with a 100-km grid 
increment and the smallest domain to the simulation #2 
with a grid increment of 50 km. 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2(a) displays a cross section between 
5° and  25° N  of  the  August  1995   mean  zonal wind 
at 0° longitude (simulation #1). The main features of 
the wind structure in west Africa as simulated by the 
model are: a 600-700 hPa African easterly jet (AEJ) 
located between 15° and 20° N with a maximum wind 
speed of 8 - 10 m s-1, an upper level tropical easterly jet 
(TEJ) at about 200 hPa equatorward of the AEJ, a low-
level westerly flow to the south, and a westerly jet to 
the north. This is in agreement with the observational 
study of Reed et al. (1977) using Global Atlantic 
Tropical Experiment (GATE) data (23 August to 19 
September 1974) averaged between 10°E and 31°W 
(Fig. 2b). A difference is that the simulated jet for 1995 
is a little weaker than the analysed one in 1974 (10.0 m 
s-1 vs  12.5 m s-1, respectively). 
 

 

 
Figure 2. Mean zonal wind distribution over west Africa : (a) 
as simulated by the CRCM for August 1995 and (b) as 
obtained from GATE for the period 23 August to 19 
September 1974 (after Reed et al., 1977). The contour 
interval is 2.5 m s-1. 
 
 AEWs can be identified in the fields of 
relative vorticity, winds, precipitation and sea level 
pressure. Figure 3 shows the CRCM-simulated relative 
vorticity at 700 hPa from August 11 to 14 (00Z) 1995, 
superimposed with the wind vectors at the same level.  

 



 
 
Figure 3. Relative vorticity in gray shade (x10-5 s-1) and 
winds vectors (m s-1) at 700 hPa for the (a) 11th, (b) 12th, 
(c) 13th and (d) 14th August 1995 as simulated by the 
50-km CRCM.   

 
The Lorenz cycle is calculated using the 

equations for the time evolution of eddy energy in a 
limited-area domain as in Norquist et al. (1977), 
who followed the formalism developped by 
Muench (1965) for an open system, based on the 
seminal work of Lorenz (1955). The energy, 
conversion and generation terms are calculated over 
the entire CRCM computational domain (except the 
sponge zone) for the month of August 1995 
(simulation #2). These are time-averaged to obtain 
the Lorenz cycle presented in Fig. 4. The vertical 
integrations have been made between 1000 and 350 
hPa in order to concentrate on the interactions 
between the mid tropospheric jet (AEJ) and its 
effect over the AEWs. As it can be seen in Fig. 2, 
this allows to isolate the AEJ from the strong TEJ 
which could contaminate the computations. 
  

On a monthly average basis, the eddy 
kinetic energy KE is maintained by the barotropic 
energy conversion CK and the baroclinic energy 
conversion CE, the later being the more intense..  
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Figure 4. Lorenz diagram of the AEWs using the CRCM 
simulation for August 1995. Energies in J m-2, conversions 
and generations in W m-2. 
 

The ratio of KE / (CK+CE) gives a doubling 
time of 2.6 days for the eddy kinetic  energy which 
agrees well with the value of 2.9 days obtained by 
Norquist et al. (1977) for another year (23 August - 19 
September, 1974). The generation (GE > 0) of eddy 
available potential energy by diabatic processes is 
roughly of the same magnitude as the conversion 
terms. The largest contribution to GE comes from the 
combined contribution of vertical diffusion and surface 
flux term, GE(DS) = 0.27 W m-2. The combined 
contribution of the condensational heating and 
convective heat flux term, GE(CC) = -0.18 W m-2, is 
negative in sign but has magnitude greater than the 
combined contribution of solar and terrestrial radiation 
term, GE(RAD) = 0.06 W m-2 (which is the smaller). In 
our version of CRCM, the individual contributing 
components of QDS and QCC can not be obtained 
separately, so we can not say anything more about their 
relative strength. This is the reason why the 
contribution of the condensational heating, which is 
thought to be an important source of energy for the 
perturbations, can not be evaluated separately. The 
generation (GZ > 0) of zonal available potential energy 
is very weak in the domain, as expected for a tropical 
atmosphere (Newell et al., 1972), but its sign is such as 
to maintain the meridional temperature gradient that is 
associated with the AEJ. 
  

A « composite » of the energy and conversion 
terms for the three most intense perturbations of the 
month has been constructed and is shown in Figs. 5 and 
6. The compositioning technique consisted in aligning 
the central time of the three most intense perturbations, 
and averaging them, taking five  days on each side of 
the maximum. The remaining energy and conversion 
terms are similarly composited. It can be seen in Figs. 
5 and 6 that the maxima in the conversion terms lead 



that of the eddy kinetic energy, and that the most 
important conversion terms are those of the CK and 
CE. This conforms with the idea that the 
perturbations feed from the barotropic and 
baroclinic energy conversions  Burpee, 1972; 
Thorncroft, 1995). In the three composited systems, 
the baroclinic conversion seems to initiate the 
growth, followed 1 day later by barotropic 
conversion. The diabatic generation of eddy 
available potential energy, GE, also contributes 
substantially in the period preceeding the maximum 
intensity. 
 

 
 
Figure 5. Composite of AZ, AE, KZ and KE (in J m2). 
Day 0 corresponds to the time of maximum AEW 
amplitude in the relative vorticity field. 
 

 
 
Figure 6. Composite of the conversion (CK, CE, CA) and 
generation (GE, and GZ) terms (in W m-2). 
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1. Introduction
A numerical experiment using the Canadian Regional Climate Model developed at the "Université du

Québec à Montréal" (CRCM, Caya and Laprise 1999) and the Gulf of St-Lawrence ocean model developed at the
"Institut Maurice-Lamontagne" (GOM, Saucier et al. 2001) investigates the sensitivity of the models to each other
with a series of simulations over Eastern Canada. The sensitivity of these models has already been investigated for
short simulation by Gachon et al. (2001). However, we need to understand the interactions between the atmosphere,
the ocean and the sea-ice over the Gulf of St. Lawrence (GSL) using these two models on a longer time scale.
Furthermore, we wish to understand the role of these interactions in the present-day climate of Eastern Canada to
develop a modelling strategy to perform regional climate change scenario for this area.

2. Experimental framework
A series of atmospheric and oceanic simulations are performed iteratively. The CRCM and GOM were run

separately and alternatively over a fixed period of 5 months, using variables from the other model to supply the
needed forcing fields. Each model computes its own surface budget of momentum, heat and freshwater at the
interface between the atmosphere and the ocean-ice system from the exchanged variables. The study period is from
November 1st, 1989 to March 31st, 1990, including a spinup of 1 month.

The computational domain of the CRCM is centered over the GSL (Fig. 1). It contains 99 by 99 grid points
in the horizontal with a grid spacing of 30 km (true at 60˚N) on a polar stereographic projection. There are 30 levels
in the vertical between 131 m and 31 953 m. The timestep is 10 minutes. The lateral boundary conditions are
obtained from the NCEP (National Center for Environmental Predictions) analyses. The computational domain of
GOM extends from the Strait of Cabot to Montréal and at the head of the Saguenay Fjord. The horizontal resolution
is 5 km on a rotated-Mercator projection. The ocean is layered in the vertical with a uniform resolution of 5 m down
to 300 m depth and 10 m below 300 m.

A first simulation begins the iteration with the CRCM (CRCM1) taking observations from the AMIP II
database (Atmospheric Models Intercomparison Project, Gates 1992) to provide the initial oceanic forcing fields.
The AMIP data includes the sea-surface temperature (SST) and sea-ice fraction (SIF) with a spatial resolution of 1
degree. The atmospheric fields of CRCM1 (incident solar radiation at the surface, cloud cover, precipitation, 10-m
wind, 2-m temperature and humidity) are archived every 6 hours and are used to prescribed the atmospheric state for
a first oceanic simulation with GOM (GOM1) over the same 5-month period. The once-daily archived results of
GOM1 (SST, SIF and sea-ice thickness) are used to repeat the atmospheric run (CRCM2); the AMIP data are used to
supply the oceanic state outside the GSL. This second atmospheric simulation is used to repeat the oceanic
simulation (GOM2) and so on. The process is iterated 3 times to study the evolution of the CRCM and GOM
solutions when the atmospheric or oceanic fields are updated from the previous run.

3. Results
The experiments show that GOM can provide high-resolution oceanic forcing variables compared with the

interpolated AMIP data. However, the CRCM is rather insensitive to differences in the oceanic fields during our
study period. For example, as a result of a 50% decrease in the sea-ice cover in the GSL from the interpolated AMIP
to the GOM1 data in December 1989, the difference in monthly mean temperature at 975 hPa (CRCM2 minus
CRCM1) is at most 2.7˚C locally along the West Coast of Newfoundland (Fig. 1a). Furthermore, the difference is
restricted to the low level of the atmosphere and vanishes at 900 hPa. However, the warming of the air above the
GSL is responsible for further reduction in the sea-ice and an increase in the ocean surface circulation from GOM1 to
GOM2. On Fig. 1b, the monthly mean sea-ice extends over a large part of the GSL in GOM1, but it is restricted to
the western half of the GSL in GOM2. The results have also shown that the sea-ice fraction is reduced by 10% to
15% and thinner in GOM2, compared with that in GOM1 (not shown). On Fig. 2, the monthly mean surface currents
for December 1989 show relatively large differences from GOM1 to GOM2. In particular, the Gaspé current flows
along the Gaspé Peninsula in GOM1 (Fig. 2a), while it is detached from the coast and extends further east in GOM2
(Fig. 2b). This experiment indicates that the position of the Gaspé current follows an area of slightly warmer, less
stable atmospheric conditions and stronger winds, in relation with the sea-ice distribution. The warming trend has
continued into the third iteration, but with reduced amplitude. The 975-hPa air temperature difference (CRCM3



minus CRCM2) is smaller, reaching 1.8˚C south of Anticosti Island (not shown). On Fig. 1b, the sea-ice cover in
GOM3 is further reduced, with the position of the edge approximately 30 km west of that in GOM2. Two additional
iterations have been done for December 1989 to verify and confirm the convergence of the solutions for both, the
CRCM and GOM. The results show that the differences in various fields become smaller as the number of iterations
increases.

            
Figure 1. (a) Model domain of CRCM, including GOM’s domain within the rectangle. Contours are the difference of
monthly mean 975 hPa temperatures for December 1989 every 1˚C (CRCM2 minus CRCM1). (b) Monthly mean
sea-ice fraction (%) for December 1989 from GOM1 (solid line), GOM2 (dotted line) and GOM3 (dashed line).

                
Figure 2. Monthly mean surface current (m s-1) for December 1989 from (a) GOM1 and from (b) GOM2. The
ellipses highlight the Gaspé Current.

4. Concluding remarks
The results of this experiment show that, on a monthly or longer time scale, the CRCM is not very sensitive

to the oceanic fields from GOM, except locally in the Gulf area and near the surface. However, GOM is relatively
sensitive to small differences in the atmospheric forcing from the CRCM. An important result is the convergence of
the solutions, indicating that both models are reaching equilibrium with respect to each other. The sensitivity of the
models to each other was investigated for a winter season. However, we need to continue the study over an annual
cycle. 
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Investigation of hydrology simulated by the Canadian Regional Climate Model over
Québec and Labrador.
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We present here an investigation of the Canadian Regional Climate Model’s (CRCM) surface
hydrology over the vast Québec territory using a basin approach. The analysis is based on an additional
year from the validation found in Frigon et al. (2002). In the experiment, the CRCM simulations were
computed on a 100 X 100 point grid domain with a horizontal grid-point spacing of 30 km that covers
mainly the Québec province and the Labrador territory. The model was configured with 18 vertical levels
ranging from the surface to the model top at 29 km. The simulation starting on the 1st June 1992 and
ending on the 31st May 1995 uses a 10-minute time step. The first three months, needed to spin-up the
model and allowing the different fields to adjust to each other, were not retained for analysis. This version
of the model (v3.5) was run with the Bechtold-Kain-Fritsch (Bechtold et al. 2001) mesoscale convective
scheme along with a large-scale condensation process for stratiform precipitation formation. The other
characteristics of the CRCM can be found in Caya and Laprise (1999). The CRCM was nested at its
boundaries with atmospheric objective observational analyses from the National Center for Environmental
Protection (NCEP), available every 12 hours with an initial horizontal grid-point spacing of 2.5° X 2.5°
(approximately 275 km) and 12 vertical levels. The NCEP horizontal winds were blended over a
nine-point nesting zone. Monthly climatological values of sea surface temperature (SST) and sea-ice cover
were used for ocean grid points.

Amongst the 10 river basins that were studied, the Churchill Falls basin, covering an area of
69 300 km2, is of particular interest owing to its enhanced precipitation network of 17 monthly surface
stations. Fig. 1 shows that the CRCM precipitation agrees with the observations in winter but that the
model produces too much precipitation from April to October. We are presently implementing a new
stratiform precipitation scheme (Lohmann and Roeckner 1996) into the CRCM and preliminary results are
promising; this should reduce some of the precipitation biases.

We also examined the CRCM’s thermal regime at screen level. With more than one weather station in
its vicinity, the Bell and Waswanipi basins (Western Québec, covering respectively 22 200 km2 and
31 900 km2) were of particular interest. Fig. 2 shows that the CRCM monthly mean temperatures
generally follow the observations in winter but remain too warm in summer. It is generally minimum
temperature that is too warm and this behavior seems related to a too important cloud cover in the model;
we are currently trying to verify this. Moreover, with its one layer surface scheme, the CRCM is generally
too warm in fall and too cool in spring. This behavior can be explained, in fall, by the ground layer that
must freeze throughout before cooling its surface below 0°C; the reverse situation happens in spring.

If the CRCM’s temperature were not as warm in October and November (when the model starts to
freeze the ground), the model would generate solid instead of liquid precipitation, reducing its runoff and
contributing to a more important snow cover. We have examined the combined quantity of the CRCM’s
snow cover and runoff starting in October over the Churchill Falls basin. At the end of winter, we find that
this combined quantity is close to the observed snow cover (from the 17 obs. stations) for the three winters
simulated by the CRCM. Hence, if it were less warm in fall, the CRCM could produce a good snow cover.
For hydrological purposes, it is essential to generate a good snow cover at the end of winter as it is the
major source for the spring runoff, which represents about 50% of the annual volume in this area of the
globe.

Globally, over the ten basins studied (covering a total area of 314 010 km2), we find that the CRCM is
able to reproduce the observed runoff at the annual scale. The model’s runoff resulting from the
atmospheric water flux convergence over the domain is correct but the model overestimates precipitation
and evaporation, because it recycles too much water, a known deficiency of the CRCM single-layer
surface scheme. For example, in the 1993-1994 hydrologic year (from April till March), on the Churchill
Falls basin, the CRCM overestimates annual runoff observations by only 68 mm (for an obs. value of
477 mm) while it overestimates total annual precipitation observations by 470 mm (for an obs. value of



848 mm) and total annual surface evaporation data (Willmott and Matsuura 2000) by 316 mm. However,
the difference between the CRCM simulated annual runoff and the observations is quite variable from one
basin to the other and from one year to the next. It is difficult to interpret these results with just a few
years of simulation. On one hand, by using monthly climatological SSTs and sea-ice cover, the CRCM's
ocean grid points have an annual cycle that repeats itself each year which influences the climate simulated
in the basins of interest. On the other hand, because of regional model’s internal variability (Giorgi and Bi
2000), we must not expect them to reproduce exactly each precipitation event passing over the basins. In
that sense, regional models are not deterministic at a relatively small spatial scale, especially in summer
because of the convective nature of precipitation. With more weather events passing over an area, the
internal variability’s effect decreases. Hence, to take into account the CRCM’s internal variability, we
plan to produce a 10 year CRCM simulation to evaluate the model’s climate by comparing it to the
observed climate.

 The analysis of the CRCM’s hydrology has allowed us to note its potential despite some  weaknesses
mainly attributed to the over simplification of surface processes parameterized by a single-layer surface
scheme. We plan to generate a longer CRCM simulation nested not only with atmospheric observational
analyses but also with sea surface temperature and sea-ice observations. This should produce a more
realistic climate over Québec which, we know, is influenced by great water masses such as the Atlantic
Ocean, the Labrador Sea and Hudson’s Bay.

Fig. 1. Monthly precipitation over the Churchill
Falls basin from the CRCM and the observations
from June 1992 to May 1995.

Fig. 2. Monthly mean screen temperature difference from
June 1992 to May 1995 between the CRCM simulated
value on the Bell/Waswanipi combined basins and the obs.
from the Joutel, Chapais, Val d’Or surface weather stations.
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1, Introduction 

To improve the simulation of regional climate change has been listed as one of the high priority areas in 
climatic change study, as it is the urgent requirement for usage in the impact assessment. Recent years there are an 
increasing number of research groups developing or using different versions of RCM to simulate the regional 
climate in Asia. Some studies have demonstrated that the RCM can reproduce the seasonal evolution of monsoon 
rain-belts over Asia that very often is not captured by the GCM. However it will be of great benefit for the further 
improvement of RCMs applications in Asia if more systematic analysis of the RCM performance and the 
intercomparison of various RCMs in simulating the regional climate in Asia and to describe RCM’s 
distinctiveness in comparison with the GCMs are taken. 

This paper introduces briefly a Regional Climate Model Inter–comparison Project (RMIP) for Asia under the 
join support of Asia-Pacific Network for Global Change Research (APN), Global Change System for Analysis, 
Research and Training (START) and Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) and several projects of participating 
nations. The project is a join effort of 10 research groups from Australia, China, Japan, S. Korea and United States, 
but also involve scientists from India, Italy, Mongolia, North Korea and Russia. 

The designed tasks include three phases to be implemented in four years since 2000:  phase one, 18 months 
run from April 1997 to September 1998 which includes a full annual cycle and two extreme cases to assess the 
model performance in reproducing the annual cycle of monsoon climate and capturing the extreme climate events; 
phase two, 10 years run from January 1989 to December 1998 to assess the statistical behavior of the models; and 
phase three, to project the climate scenarios of the 21st century by nesting the RCM with the GCM. 

 
Fig.1. Simulation domain 

Figure 1 presents the domain of model simulation, which includes most of Asia continent and part of western 
Pacific, Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal and South China Sea, with the center at 35N/105E. It has the horizontal grid 
resolution of 60 km, with the grid numbers in longitude and latitude of 151x111. A relaxation lateral boundary 
treatment and, in some cases, a spectral nesting scheme are to nest with large scale forcing and 10 grids buffer 
zone is used.  The domain for analysis is the inter part area with the buffer zones subtracted from each side of the 
integrated domain. It is divided into 12 sub-regions as shown in Figure 2.  The models are driven by the large-scale 
fields either from observational data (e.g. NCEP analysis data) or GCM outputs at 6 hours interval. The land cover 
data set used in the simulation is the land cover classification derived from Global data sets for land-atmosphere 
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models, International Satellite land cover surface climatology project (ISLSCP), initiative 1,1987-1988,vol.1-5, at 
1ox1o resolution (Meeson, B.W. et al, 1995), which then is interpolated into each grid point. The topography data 
with the resolution of 0.5X0.5 degree from National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) is used for this 
study. 

 

Fig.2. Distribution of stations and classification of sub-regions 

The validation data for the model simulations against the observation are as following:  
1) Station data   There are totally 514 observation stations with daily records used for validation, including 193 
from China, 155 from Japan, 72 from Korea, R.O., 6 from D.P.R.Korea, 73 from Mongolia and 15 from India. The 
data set  is collected through regional collaboration. It is unique for being much more close to the reality as the 
observation than NCEP reanalysis data, although there are only few daily station data available over certain areas. 
The distribution of the stations is shown in Figure 2. 
2) Grid data   For the areas where there are only few station data to be used for validation, a number of grid data 
sets including global monthly precipitation data from Xie & Arkin for precipitation, NCEP reanalysis data for 
maximal/minimal temperature, Japan Meteorological Agency data for sea level pressure are utilized after 
interpolating into model resolution.    
2, the results of phase one-the 18-month run 
(1) Temperature 
I. All the models can reproduce the spatial patterns and the annual variation of mean, maximal and minimal 
temperature 
II. Nearly all models have the cold bias over most sub-regions, but the bias in the lower latitudes are smaller 
than those of higher latitudes; 
III. All the models have the largest bias in the arid/semi-arid region of northern domain. 

 
Fig.3. Seasonal averaged surface air temperature bias (a) left in winter 1997, (b) right in summer 1998 

For more quantitative assessment, Figure 3 presents the bias of mean temperature simulation in China, Japan 
and Korea where more dense station data are available for validation.  In winter  (Figure 3a ),  there are overall 
cold bias in all models’ simulation  on-averaged of –4℃, except for  MRI model of Japan which has warm bias  
over there regions with maximum of  5-6 ℃ over Korea and Japan. DARLAM model of Australia shows the best 
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performance in winter temperature simulation with the bias of ±1℃.   In summer (Figure 3b), most models also 
show cold bias over three regions in the range of –1 to –4℃, while RIEMS model of China shows warm bias in 
1-3℃ ( < 1℃ over China, < 2℃ over Japan and < 3℃ over Korea). DARLAM and MRI show also warm bias over 
Japan and Korea in 1-3℃.  
(2) Precipitation 
I. Nearly 50% of the models can reproduce the spatial pattern of seasonal total precipitation; the degree of 
agreement in winter is better than that of in summer; 
II. Nearly all the models reproduce the seasonal cycle in most sub-regions, except in, e.g. west arid/semi arid 
region; 
III. Models tend to overestimate the precipitation in higher latitude regions, e.g., in East arid/semi arid region, 
West arid/semi arid region, and North China; 

 

Fig.4. Seasonal total precipitation bias (%) (a) left in winter 1997 (b) right in summer 1998 

Same as temperature, three areas of China, Japan and Korea are chosen for more quantitative assessment of 
the bias in precipitation simulations as shown in Figure 4. In winter, most models show bias in the range < +/- 30%, 
while in summer most models show dry bias in Korea, but wet bias over Japan. There are mixed +/- bias from 
different model over China: CCM shows wet bias, while RIEMS and ISU/MM5 show dry bias.   

In order to understand the possible reasons of bias in surface climate simulation, the atmospheric circulation 
both in lower and higher altitudes are analyzed further.  
(3) Sea level pressure 
I. Most models reproduce the domain of Siberia High in winter, but the location and the intensity of the system 
center are in less agreement with the observation;  
II. Sub-tropical High in summer is captured by most models, but it extends further northwestwards than the 
observation. This supports the northern shift of simulated rain-belts in summer. 
(4) Atmosphere circulation 
I. Nearly 70% of models can reproduce the location and intensity of both South Asia High and Westerlies over 
200hpa properly; 
II. Most models capture the locations of Sub-tropical High and Low-Level Jet over 850hpa, but nearly 50% of 
models tend to overestimate the magnitude of Low-Level Jet; 
III. Nearly 70% models simulate successfully two S-N water vapor transport centers, but their intensities are not 
well simulated.  
(5) Land-surface physics 
I. Simulated patterns of both sensible heat and latent heat are reasonable, e.g, the major center of sensible flux 
matches the location of Kuroshio warm current in winter, while it is over the heated land in summer; 
II. Most models’ surface run-off patterns are in agreement with those of precipitation either in summer or in 
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winter  
(6) Extreme events 
I. Nearly 50% of the models can reproduce the hot summer of 1997 over large part of Asia continent; 
II. There is overall northward shift of rain belts in summer in most of models and nearly 70% of models 
underestimate the intensity of heavy rain in Yangtze valley in June 1998, but the heavy rainfall center in second 
dekad of June is well capture by nearly 50% models; 
III. The models with better precipitation simulation show good performance to reproduce the upper/lower level 
jets.  However, models with reasonable circulation simulation do not necessarily give the right simulation of 
precipitation.  

Further analysis of the 18-months run is still going-on. In the meantime, the preparation for the 10-year 
simulation are taking place and phase 2 simulation and preliminary analysis on the statistical behaviors of all 
participating models will be accomplished in 2002-2003.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Agriculture is Florida’s most weather-sensitive 
sector.  There is a well-documented interest by 
growers and ranchers in Florida for advance 
information on the climate of the upcoming 
agricultural season.  Seasonal forecasts offer the 
potential to modify outcomes and risks, and hence, 
impact decisions.  

Future improvements in climate prediction 
science and forecast products are expected to come 
largely through larger ensemble datasets and 
improved dynamic climate models whose output can 
be used directly for agricultural applications (Phillips 
et al., 1998; Cane 2001; Druyan et al., 2001;Goddard 
et al., 2001).  Therefore, even though their skill levels 
are still being investigated, it may be beneficial to 
couple agricultural models with the regional climate 
models for producing relevant information for use by 
agricultural decision makers.  

The appropriate methodology for linking climate 
prediction and crop simulation models has been 
identified as a critical knowledge gap.  The goal of this 
work was to examine these issues through a case 
study involving the integration of the Florida State 
University regional nested climate model (Cocke and 
LaRow, 2000) with a maize model in the widely used 
DSSAT family of crop models.  The growing seasons 
during 1998 and 1999 were chosen because they 
represent significantly different climate regimes: 1998 
was an El Niño year and 1999 was a La Niña year.   
Descriptions of the climate models and crop models 
will be summarized in Sections 2 and 3. Preliminary 
results from this study will be discussed in Section 4. 

 

2.  NESTED REGIONAL SPECTRAL MODEL 

The climate model used in this study is a regional 
spectral model embedded within a global coupled 
ocean-atmosphere spectral model. The regional 
model is a re-locatable spectral perturbation model 
that can be run at any horizontal resolution and uses 
base fields and sea surface temperatures derived 
from the coupled global model as boundary 
conditions.  The vertical structure of the global model 
consists of 14 unevenly spaced vertical levels and it is 
coupled to the Max Planck global ocean model 
(HOPE).  Details of these models and the model 
physics are available in Cocke and LaRow (2000). 

Two six-month experiments were conducted for 
the growing seasons (March-August) of 1998 and 
1999.  A ten-member ensemble was constructed for 
each year to assess uncertainty in initial conditions 
and variability of forecasts in space and time.  Each 
ensemble member was six months  (184 d) long with 

atmospheric initial conditions chosen from 
consecutive start dates centered on 1 March, 
obtained from the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).  The coupled 
model was initialized with a spun-up ocean state [see 
Cocke and LaRow (2000) for more details].  The 
global model was run on a coarse grid spacing of 
~200 km and the regional model on a fine scale 
resolution of ~20 km.  

 

3. CROP MODEL 

The CERES-Maize simulation model (Ritchie 
et al. 1998) was used to delineate effects of various 
forecasts on simulated maize yield.  The CERES-
Maize model is a dynamic process based crop model 
that simulates how corn plants respond to soil, 
weather, water stress, and management.  Using site-
specific input data, it calculates development, growth, 
and partitioning processes on a daily basis, starting at 
planting and ending when harvest maturity is 
predicted.  As a result, the response of the corn plant 
to different soils, weather, and management 
conditions can be predicted.   

 
4.  DISCUSSION 

In 1998, none of the forecasts (measured by 
either mean or most likely yield) predicted the 1998 
yield of 7.2 Mg ha-1 correctly (Figure 1).  The yield 
simulated using 1998 weather was significantly lower 
than yields produced by all forecasts.  The differences 
in maize yield forecasts arise because of the non-
linearity of crop responses to weather.  Expected 
yields from 30-yrs of historic weather data ranged 
from 6.12 to 11.89 Mg ha-1 with a mean of 9.90 Mg 
ha-1 and standard error (s.e.) of 0.25 Mg ha-1.  The 
range of yields estimated in El Niño years was smaller 
and ranged from 9.10 to 11.84 with a mean of 10.31 
and s.e. of 0.37 Mg ha-1.   The 1998 yield of 7.2 Mg 
ha-1 was outside the range of yields expected using El 
Niño forecasts. Climatologically and using regional 
model forecasts, the probability of such a low yield 
was about once every 10 years or 10%.  Prediction 
error  (PE) (measured as the difference between the 
expected yield using a forecast and yield in 1998 
using the same forecast specific management) varied 
from a low of +2.7 Mg ha-1 using climatological 
forecast to a high of +3.80 Mg ha-1 using regional 
model based forecasts.    

The 1999 cropping season was a La Niña 
year with normal rainfall and resulted in a simulated 
yield considerably higher (13.94 Mg ha-1) than yields 
predicted using 30-yrs of climatological or 6-yrs of La 

 



Niña based forecasts (Table 1).  The regional model-
based forecast accurately predicted the observed 
1999 yield (Figure 1).  Predictions based on 
climatology, ENSO, and rainfall categories in 1998 
and 1999 exhibited little skill, while the regional model 
forecast the 1999 yields with more accuracy.  
 
5.    CONCLUSIONS 
 

We face many challenges as we seek to 
enhance the exciting prospect of bringing scientific 
seasonal climate forecasts to bear on agricultural 
systems.  Presently, there is a capability to forecast 
synoptic weather (daily rainfall, temperatures and 
global solar radiation) specific to location/region by 
regional models nested within global models driven by 
the present state of the oceans.  Results from this 
preliminary study indicate that the regional climate 
model exhibits some skill in the prediction of crop 
yields.  More work needs to be done to evaluate the 
skill of the model and to determine if the model has 
similar skill during other seasons, different locations, 
or different crop types.  Improvements to the model 
physics are currently underway and the newer version 
of the model will be tested in the near future.  More 
details of these results are available in Jagtap et al. 
(2001).  
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Figure 1.   Relative frequency of maize yields 
forecast at Quincy, Florida, using different weather 
forecasting techniques and the current production 
practices for the (a) 1998 and (b) 1999 seasons. 
Yields were categorized into yield classes to create 
relative percentage values. More likely yields are 
indicated by higher percentages on the graphs.   
Figure reproduced from Jagtap et al. (2001b). 
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Overview
A varietyof studiesof thetransport,chemistryandradiativeeffectsof tracegasesin thetropo-
sphereandmiddleatmospherearebeingcarriedout with theUK Met. Office’s UnifiedGeneral
CirculationModel (UM). Thestudieswill contributeto understandingof theimpacton climate
andair qualityof projectedtrendsin anthropogenicemissions.

Inter -continental transport of ozonepollution
A globalmodellingstudyis beingcarriedout to investigatehow futurechangesin regionaltrace
gas(NOx, CO,VOC)emissionsmayaffect troposphericozone.In theIntergovernmentalPanel
on ClimateChangeSRESA2 scenariousedhere,emissionsfrom SoutheastAsia areprojected
to grow muchfasterthantheglobalaverage,whereasregionswith strict controls(e.g.,Europe),
or falteringeconomies(e.g.,Russia)show modestgrowth, or even decline. Simulationswith
fixed meteorologywereperformedfor 1990and2030emissions,alongwith additional2030
runswith regional(Europe,NorthAmerica,SoutheastAsia)emissionsrevertingto 1990levels.
Increasesin Asianemissions(seeFigure1) generateextra ozonein theuppertroposphereover
Asia anddownwind, extendingover the Pacific andNorth America. Subsequentdownwards
transportand mixing allows Asian emissionsto influenceozonethroughoutthe troposphere
in northernmiddle latitudes. The mostwidespreadeffectsareseenin late spring,a trade-off
betweenthe longerozonelifetimes during winter andthe higherozoneproductionefficiency
duringsummer. Lesserimpactsareseenfrom themorenortherlyEuropeanandNorthAmerican
emissions,partly explainedby thesmallermagnitudeincreases,but alsodueto lessconvective
lofting of emissionsto theuppertroposphere.Clearlythelocationof ozoneprecursoremissions
hasamajorinfluenceon theirozoneproductionefficiency.

Figure1: Simulatedincreasein troposphericozonebetween1990and2030dueto anthropogenictrace
gasemissionsfrom Asia.



Impact of methane-derived water vapour on futur e middle-atmosphericclimate
The UM with parameterizedand interactive CH4/H2O/H2 andO3 chemistryis beingusedto
examinetheresponseof themiddleatmosphereto anincreasein its humiditycausedby apossi-
ble futureincreasein CH4. Thechemicalparameterizationallows themiddle-atmosphericH2O
changeto evolve naturallyfrom animposedchangein troposphericCH4. First, a controlsim-
ulation of the present-dayatmosphereis comparedwith a simulationof the year2060using
postulated(IPCC SRESB2) concentrationsof all the importantlong-lived, radiatively-active
gases.Then,the particularcontribution of the CH4, andhenceH2O, changeto the observed
differenceis isolatedby comparingsimulationsof 2060includingandexcludingtheprojected
CH4 change.TheCH4 andH2O profilesfrom thedifferentsimulationsareshown in Figure2.
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Figure2: Annual,tropicalmeanprofilesof CH4 andH2O from the1995and2060simulations.

Figure3a shows the annual-meantemperaturedifferencebetween2060and 1995due to the
combinedinfluenceof thechangein all theradiatively-activegases.Thereis a generalcooling
of the 2060middle atmospherewhich peaksat around5 K throughoutthe upperstratosphere
andmesosphere.Thisnettcoolingis duemainly to theincreasedCO2 in 2060;thecontribution
of the increasedH2O to thetemperaturedifferenceis indicatedby Figure3b. Over mostof the
middle atmosphere,the H2O is responsiblefor a cooling of between0.4 and0.6 K or around
10%of thetotal temperaturechangebetween1995and2060.
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Figure3: (a)Annual,zonal-meantemperaturechange(K) between1995and2060whenall radiatively-
activegasesareadjustedin line with IPCCscenarioSRESB2; (b) Individualcontributionof theCH4/H2O
adjustmentto thetotal differenceseenin (a). Theshadingindicateswherethetemperaturedifferenceis
notstatisticallysignificant.
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In this study, water cycle changes in the Siberian rivers basins, including rivers runoff, from transient runs 
of coupled general circulation models (CGCM) ECHAM4/OPYC3 with flux adjustment (Oberhuber 1993; 
Roeckner et al. 1996), HadCM3 without flux adjustment (Collins et al. 2001) and IAP RAS climate model (CM) 
of intermediate complexity (Petoukhov et al. 1998; Handorf et al. 1999; Mokhov et al. 2000) for the period 
1860-2100 are analyzed (Mokhov and Khon 2000; Mokhov and Khon 2001b). Greenhouse gases changes in the 
atmosphere in these numerical experiments were taken from observations for the 1860-1990 and according to the 
IS92a scenario (Houghton et al. 1992) for the 1991-2100 period. For IAP RAS CM simulations with change only 
CO2 content in the atmosphere are analyzed. 

The river runoff Q was characterized by a difference between precipitation P and evaporation E on river 
watersheds. Model simulations were compared with observations for the Ob (1930-1994), Yenisei (1936-1995) 
and Lena (1935-1994) rivers runoff Q (e.g., Duemenil et al. 2000). In addition, different climatological data for 
precipitation and evaporation in rivers basins and  runoff were used (e.g., Korzun et al. 1974; Vuglinsky 1998). 

Table 1 presents mean values and standard deviations, SD, (in brackets) of the Ob (1930-1994), Yenisei 
(1936-1995) and Lena (1935-1994) rivers runoff from model simulations in comparison with observations for 
the same period and with different climatological estimates. There is a general agreement between model 
simulations and observations for the runoff mean values of Ob, Yenisei and Lena rivers, except for Lena river in 
IAP RAS CM with a significant runoff underestimation. General underestimation of the Lena river runoff in 
models is related with a general model overestimation of evaporation in the basin. 

In general, model results exhibit an increase of mean values and variances of regional precipitation in the 
Ob, Yenisei and Lena rivers watersheds and rivers runoff to the Arctic Ocean in the XXI century relative to XX 
century (Mokhov and Khon, 2000). The general increase of the Siberian rivers runoff under the global warming 
in XXI century is connected with an increase of precipitation, especially in the Lena river basin. Model 
simulations display significant increase of precipitation in XXI century to the north from 50N (especially in 
winter). Alongside with such a general tendency a remarkable interdecadal variations of regional water cycle 
characteristics have been noted from model simulations. For instance, ECHAM4/OPYC3 and HadCM3 exhibit 
some decrease of the Ob and Yenisei rivers runoff in the first half of the XXI century. 

The increase of the Lena and Yenisei rivers runoff from CGCM simulations steady exceed the level of 
standard deviations from observations at the NH warming larger than 1÷1.7K and 2.5÷3K, respectively (Mokhov 
and Khon, 2001b). The corresponding “critical” level for the Ob river runoff is reached only at the end of XXI 
century for ECHAM4/OPYC3. The corresponding changes with a 30-year moving average from HadCM3 
simulations at the end of XXI century are remarkably less than the SD level from observations. 

Analysis of connection of the Siberian rivers runoff with characteristics of atmospheric circulation in the 
Northern Hemisphere from observations and simulations was also carried out, in particular, with indices of the 
North-Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and Arctic Oscillation (AO), characteristics of the atmospheric centres of 
action, including Siberian High (Mokhov and Khon, 2001b). It was found, for instance, statistically significant 
relationship (at 95 % level) of the Yenisei river runoff with the AO index, obtained from the NCEP/NCAR 
reanalysis data for the 1958-1995 period. The positive statistically significant correlation between the annual-
mean Lena (Yenisei) river runoff and the winter (December - March) NAO index at 99% (95%) level was also 
revealed from observations. The annual-mean Yenisei river runoff and intensity of the winter Siberian High 
show negative correlation from observations for the period 1936-1995. The positive statistically significant 
correlation of the runoff of Lena and Yenisei with the NAO index is also shown for modelling results, in 
particular for ECHAM4/OPYC3 simulations.  

This work was partly supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research. 
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Table 1. 
P-E, mm/yr Ob Yenisei Lena 
ECHAM4/ 

OPYC3 
146 

(±31) 
217 

(±25) 
166 

(±27) 
HadCM3 151 

(±30) 
237 

(±36) 
181 

(±37) 
IAP RAS 

CM 
146 

(±41) 
256 

(±61) 
76 

(±25) 
Runoff, Q 

Observations 
134 

(±21) 
233 

(±18) 
216 

(±26) 
P-E 

Climatologies 
130÷135 237÷244 190÷214 
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Large-scale mountains such as the Tibetan plateau, Rocky mountains and

Andes mountains, play essential roles to form the present climate. Therefore those uplift

was a major event in the natural history of the earth. For example, the uplift of the

Tibetan plateau has led to the evolution and the variety of monsoon climate system in

Asian region (e.g. Kutzbach et al. 1993). A number of geological evidence for climate

changes due to the uplift has been found both over land and the ocean. However, as the

climate change is forced not only the mountain uplift but also other forcing such as

astronomical forcing, variation of CO2 level and ice sheet extent in the past, it is

difficult to separate the effect of the past mountain uplift. Therefore, experimental

studies with an atmosphere and ocean coupled general circulation model (GCM) is

needed to understand global influence, including the ocean, of the uplift.

In this study, the newly developed MRI coupled GCM (MRI-CGCM2,

Yukimoto et al. 2001) is used. We integrated the control run with a realistic land-sea

distribution and orography (M-run) and the anomaly run without a flat surface

everywhere by keeping the same land-sea distribution (NM-run). Figure 1 shows the

difference in annual mean precipitation between M-run and NM-run. The precipitation

increases in the region between the eastern Indian Ocean and the western Pacific Ocean

and in Asian region by mountain uplift, while precipitation decreases in the western

Indian Ocean and the central Pacific Ocean. Particularly, a zonal contrast of

precipitation in NM-run is reversed to that in M-run in the tropical Indian Ocean. Figure

2 shows the difference in annual mean sea surface temperature (SST). Over the tropical

region in NM-run, the local SST maximum above 28°C is centered around the date line,

while SST below 25°C is found in the eastern Indian Ocean, the eastern Pacific Ocean,

and the eastern Atlantic Ocean. However, in M-run, SST above 28°C extends in the

western Pacific Ocean as observed, which is in contrast with that in NM-run.



Furthermore, in the equatorial Indian Ocean, the SST gradient is reversed between the

two runs. Thus, the formation of the western Pacific warm pool is controlled by

mountain uplift through changes in monsoon circulation in our experiment. In addition

to this study, we continue to investigate the influence of different altitude of mountains

on the global climate.

Figure 1: Annual mean precipitation difference between M-run and NM-run.

The contour interval is 2 mm/day.

Figure 2: Annual mean SST difference between M-run and NM-run. The

contour interval is 1°C.
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A different method of generating multi-model ensembles for climate integrations is developed. Instead of 
using multi-models, as currently being done by some of the major operational centers, we will use a single 
model, the FSU coupled model (LaRow and Krishnamurti 1998, Cocke and LaRow 2000), with six 
different state-of-the-art deep convective parameterizations. The six convection schemes are: Emanuel 
and Zivkovic-Rothman (1998), Zhang and McFarlane (1995), Krishnamurti et al (1983), Pan and Wu 
(1994), Moorthi and Suarez (992) and Hogan and Rosmond (1991). 
 
Experimental Details 
 
Six model formulations are integrated for a 12 year (1986-1997) period. The integrations commence on 1 
November of the respective year and continue for 210 days. The initial conditions for the atmospheric 
model are taken from 12UTC ECMWF analysis. The ocean initial conditions are taken from a continuous 
initialization procedure (LaRow and Krishnamurti 1998). This set of experiments is called MM (multi-
model). A control integration was conducted for the same 12 years using the Pan and Wu convection 
scheme. This is the standard configuration used in the FSU coupled model. For each year, a five member 
ensemble was developed by varying the initial start date of the atmospheric model using consecutive start 
dates centered on 1 November. This set of experiments is called MA (multi-analysis). Weekly and 
monthly mean fields and anomalies are derived for both the MM and MA and are defined with respect to 
the individual model's climatology. 
 
Results 
 
The Relative Operating Characteristic (ROC) is used to quantify the skill of the forecast. The ROC is a 
probabilistic measure of the skill and the ROC curve is a plot of the hit rate vs. false alarm rate for the 
ensemble. The measure of skill is determined by the area under the ROC curve (see Palmer et al 2000). A 
perfect deterministic forecast will have an area equal to one while a forecast exhibiting no skill will have a 
value less than 0.5. The area under the SST ROC curves (AROC) for threats of 0.0°, 0.5° and 1.0° K in the 
Niño-4, Niño-3 and Niño-3.4 for all DJF (n=36) from the MM and MA are shown in Table 1. Reynolds 
and Smith (1994) weekly SST was used for the observations. The larger values are in bold. Both the MM 
and MA show skill greater than 0.5; however, the MM AROC score is consistently larger compared to the 
MA's score. The Niño-3 region shows the highest average skill for both the multi-model and multi-
analysis. The Niño-4 region shows the least amount of skill for the MM and MA. The diminished skill in 
the Niño-4 region is partly attributed to the fact that there is a sharp decline in the number of events at 
higher threats in the western Pacific. The area averaged number of events in the Niño-4 decrease from 20 
for threats=0 decreasing to just two for threats=1.0. The ROC curves for the last three-months (March-
April-May) (not shown) of the forecasts show that the coupled model still possesses moderate skill (AROC 
>0.5) out seven months. 
 



 

 

Table 1. SST ROC Score 
Threat=0 MM MA Threat=0.5 MM MA Threat=1.0 MM MA 
Niño-4 0.776 0.749 Niño-4 0.693 0.682 Niño-4 0.630 0.638 
Niño-3 0.844 0.829 Niño-3 0.857 0.786 Niño-3 0.839 0.809 

Niño-3.4 0.897 0.883 Niño-3.4 0.828 0.792 Niño-3.4 0.739 0.714 
 
DJF precipitation ROC scores for four selected domains are shown in Table 2. Highlighted in bold are the 
higher values of the ROC. For all domains selected the MM has the higher skill (as measured by the 
ROC). Lack of skill (AROC<0.5) exists in the Brazil domain for the MA for all precipitation threats. The 
Xie and Arkin (1997) monthly precipitation data set was used for the observations. 
 
Table 2. Precipitation ROC Score 

Threat=0.5 MM MA Threat=1.0 MM MA Threat=2.0 MM MA 
Southeast U.S. 0.582 0.555 Southeast 

U.S. 
0.579 0.538 Southeast U.S. 0.567 0.512 

Brazil 0.561 0.482 Brazil 0.549 0.480 Brazil 0.551 0.481 
Northern 

Hemisphere 
0.626 0.610 Northern 

Hemisphere 
0.625 0.607 Northern 

Hemisphere 
0.584 0.573 

Tropical 
Pacific 

0.735 0.707 Tropical 
Pacific 

0.739 0.713 Tropical 
Pacific 

0.713 0.707 
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The framework for incorporating river flow 
routing in the Canadian Regional Climate Model 
(CRCM) is described. The incorporation of river 
routing in the CRCM will allow to simulate 
streamflow and model freshwater flux from the land 
surface to the ocean at the continental edges, which is 
an important contribution to ocean forcing.  

The CRCM uses a semi-implicit, semi-
Lagrangian scheme to solve the fully elastic non-
hydrostatic Euler equations (Caya and Laprise, 1999) 
and, at its boundaries, may be driven by data from any 
general circulation model (GCM) or reanalyses. The 
horizontal resolution of the CRCM is approximately 
45 km and it contains 30 levels in the vertical. 

The discretization of major river basins at 5' 
resolution by Graham et al. (1999) is used as a 
template to define river basins at CRCM resolution. 
CRCM grid cells are assigned to major river basins as 
follows: (1) the 5' cells, corresponding to different 
river basins, lying within each CRCM cells are 
counted; (2) the CRCM cell is assigned to a river 
basin with the maximum number of 5' cells; (3) the 
resulting areas of the river basins at the CRCM 
resolution are compared with the original areas at 5' 
resolution, and any major discrepancy between these 
two areas is minimized by adding or subtracting 
CRCM cells to or from a given river basin. The 
region chosen for this study covers most of the North 
America (see Fig. 1). Graham et al. (1999) discretized 
10 major river basins over North America and the 
discretization of these river basins at the CRCM 
resolution is shown in Fig. 1. The drainage areas of 
the major river basins at the CRCM resolution are 
compared with drainage areas based on 5' 
discretization of Graham et al. (1999) in Table 1. 
  
Table 1: Comparison of drainage areas of river basins discretized at 
the CRCM resolution with drainage areas based on 5' discretization 
of Graham et al. (1999). 
 

River Basin Drainage area (km2) Percentage 
 Graham et al. CRCM Difference 
Mississippi 3,218,720 3,228,415 0.30 
Mackenzie 1,735,635 1,748,230 0.73 
Nelson 1,303,641 1,305,674 0.16 
Columbia 1,106,969 1,106,439 -0.05 
St-Lawrence 1,090,564 1,087,952 -0.24 
Yukon 884,867 882,128 -0.31 
Rio Grande* 856,547 149,144 -82.59 
Colorado* 770,829 616,827 -19.98 
Churchill 296,190 300,800 1.56 
Fraser 262,854 260,419 -0.93 

*The CRCM drainage areas for Colorado and Rio Grande do not 
compare well with Graham et al. (1999) values since these two 
river basins do not lie completely within the CRCM domain. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: The domain of the CRCM shown in polar-stereographic 
projection. The discretization of major river basins (listed in Table 
1) is shown in different shades of gray. 
 

The river flow directions at the CRCM 
resolution are estimated using 5' flow directions 
obtained by Graham et al. [1999] and a methodology 
that requires minimal manual intervention (see Fig. 
2). The original 5' flow directions were obtained by 
using mean elevations of the grid cells and assuming 
that the water drains in the direction characterized by 
the steepest slope. At spatial scales comparable to 
CRCM grid cells, the mean elevations of grid cells are 
not representative of their river flow directions. This 
is because rivers tend to flow in localized areas of low 
elevation, and the mean elevations of the grid cells are 
not representative of river bed profiles. Interpolation 
of 5' flow directions at the CRCM resolution is also 
difficult since the projection of CRCM is polar-
steoreographic, while the 5' flow directions are 
projected on a latitude-longitude grid. Therefore river 
flow directions are assigned to CRCM grid cells as 
follows: (1) the northern, eastern, southern, and 
western corners of the CRCM grid cell are identified; 
(2) these corners are used to outline a latitude-
longitude grid box that encloses the CRCM grid cell; 
(3) a uniformly distributed unit amount of runoff is 
generated within this new grid box and allowed to 
find its way out of the box following the 5' flow 
directions; (4) the direction in which maximum 
amount of water is drained is identified; (5) by 
identifying the CRCM grid cell that receives this 
outflow, a river flow direction is assigned. Tests are 
made to ensure that flow continuity is maintained and 
that water does not flow between basins. The 
methodology used here for river basin discretization 
and obtaining flow directions is similar to the one 
used by Arora and Boer (1999). 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Methodology adopted to assign river flow direction to a 
CRCM grid cell. This CRCM grid cell, for example, was assigned 
the north-west direction because most of the 5' cells drain in this 
direction. 
 

 
Figure 3: The river flow directions for the Mackenzie River basin at 
the CRCM resolution. 

 

As an example, Fig. 3 shows the flow 
directions obtained for the Mackenzie River basin at 
the CRCM resolution using this methodology. 
Although tests are made to ensure the continuity of 
flow and that all grid cells eventually drain to the 
ocean, this does not ensure that the digital flow 
networks are realistic. The adequacy of digital flow 
networks is assessed by visually comparing the plots 
of river "order" with actual river networks. The grid 
cell where a stream originates is assigned an order 1. 

The union of two streams of order n creates a stream 
of order n+1. Figure 4 shows the river order for land 
cells in the CRCM domain. Higher river orders are 
represented by darker shades. The digital river 
network shown in Fig. 4 compares well with the 
actual river network from atlases.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: River order, which varies between 1 and 6 in this case, for 
the digital river networks obtained at the CRCM resolution.  
 

The framework illustrated here is intended to 
be used with the flow routing scheme of Arora and 
Boer (1999) to obtain streamflow for 8 major North 
American Rivers. The Colorado and Rio Grande 
River basins are excluded since they do not lie 
completely within the CRCM domain. The simulated 
streamflow will allow assessment of the performance 
of the CRCM at river basin scales via comparisons 
with observed streamflow. This framework also gives 
the ability to assess the impact of climate change on 
streamflow. When runoff from control and enhanced 
greenhouse gas warming simulations of the CRCM 
are used as input into the flow routing scheme, the 
differences in simulated streamflow can be analyzed 
to assess possible impacts of change in climate on the 
hydrology of major North American rivers. These 
analyses are the subject of future research. 
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Obukhov Institute of Atmospheric Physics RAS,  Moscow, Russia
Laboratoire Meteorologie Dynamique du CNRS, Paris, France

In this study we analyse possible regional changes of drought and extreme wet conditions in the XXI
century relative XX century from simulations of a coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation model
(AOGCM) IPSL-CM2 with a carbon cycle for the 1860-2100 period (Friedlingstein et al., 2001; Dufresne et
al., 2002). The IPSL-CM2 includes the LMD-5.3 AGCM (Le Treut and Li, 1991), the OPA-ice OGCM
(Delecluse et al., 1993) and the OASIS coupleur (Terray et al., 1995). The carbon model includes the
SLAVE code (Friedlingstein et al., 1995; Ciais et al., 1999) for the terrestrial part and the the IPSL-OGCM1
code (Aumont et al., 1999), based on the HAMOCC3 biochemical scheme (Maier-Reimer, 1993) for the
ocean part. The scenario with the carbon dioxide emissions due to fossil and land use from observations up
to 1990 (Andres et al., 1996) and the IPCC SRES98-A2 emission scenario from 1990 to 2100 (Nakicenovic
et al., 2000) in these simulations were used.  

There are different characteristics of drought and wet regimes. In particular, we analyzed model
simulations of extremal meteorological conditions in May-July for the basic cereals-producing regions in the
eastern European (EEP) and western Asian (WAP) parts of the former Soviet Union  in comparison with
observations from (Meshcherskaya and Blazhevich, 1997) for 1891-1995. In this case, for instance, the index
D characterized the drought conditions with the negative precipitation anomalies 

�
Pr (normalized on the

long-term mean value, MV, of precipitation) larger than -20% and positive temperature anomalies 
�

T larger
than 1K. The index W characterized the wet conditions with  

�
Pr>20% and 

�
T<-1K. Two additional indices

were also analyzed:  D-W and S=(
�

T/ � � T - � P/ � � P), where � � T and � � P are respective standard deviations
(SD).

There is a quite good agreement between model simulations and observations for SD of � Pr (±0.16
and ±0.15) and for MV and SD of  � T (0±1.3oC and 1.0±1.0oC) in the EEP. There is also good agreement in
the WAP for MV of � T (0oC and 0oC) with a larger deviations for respective SD (0±1.4oC and 0±0.9oC) and
for SD of � Pr (±0.10 and ±0.17).

Model simulations reproduce quite well the dependence of  � Pr on � T for EEP (dPr/dT = -
0.06±0.01oC-1 with coeff icient of correlation r=0.47, while from observations dPr/dT = -0.07 ±0.01oC-1,
r=0.52) for the period 1891-1995. The reproduction of this dependence for WAP is not so well (from
observations dPr/dT = -0.11±0.02oC-1 with r=0.58, while no significant relation was found from model
results).

Table 1 shows changes of different characteristics in summer between XXI and XX centuries from
model simulations for East (EER: 46.1-53.2 oN, 39.4-50.6 oE) and West (WER: 46.1-53.2 oN, 0-11.2 oE)
European regions. The D and M values characterize the portions (%) of total area under corresponding
conditions during summer months. According to Table 1 model results display that the increase of
temperature in the XXI century is accompanied in both regions by the decrease of precipitation and M and
by the increase of D, D-M and S. It should be noted that changes in EER are not statistically significant. The
appropriate changes in WER are more remarkable. Model simulations show the SD increase (in brackets) in
the XXI century for temperature in both regions and for precipitation in WER, while the SD decrease for
precipitation in EER. The drought indices display the general SD increase, while the wet conditions index M
shows the SD decrease.

This work was supported by the CNRS/RAS Program and by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research.



Table 1.

Region Century T,°C Pr D, % M, % DM, % S

EER
XX 0 

(± 1.2)
1

(± 0.2)
3.6

(± 8.1)
3.0

(± 7.5)
0.6

 (± 11.6)
0

(± 1.0)
XXI 2.2

(± 1.5)
0.9

(± 0.2)
12.5

(± 13.1)
0.3

(± 2.0)
12.3

(± 13.5)
1.4

(± 1.0)

WER
XX 0

(± 0.9)
1

(± 0.1)
3.2

(± 6.4)
1.3

(± 4.5)
1.9

(± 8.0)
0

(± 0.7)

XXI 2.9
(± 1.5)

0.8
(± 0.2)

30.2
 (± 19.4)

0 30.2
(± 19.4)

2.4
(± 1.3)
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A nested Regional Climate Model,
by definition, requires information from an
external source. The needed initial and
boundary conditions are generally provided
by a GCM (General Circulation Model) for
climate projections or by objectives analyses
for current climate simulations. An implicit
assumption in using a RCM stipulates that
the atmosphere simulated by the regional
model will follow the general state of the
driven atmosphere. In other words, it is
expected that a RCM will generate the high-
resolution details without altering the large-
scale atmospheric circulation. This implies
that the large-scale means of the atmosphere
should be similar in the RCM and in the
pilot.

A complete RCM evaluation includes
an estimation of the hydrological cycle,
which is sensitive to the atmospheric water
content. Differences in the pilot and in the
RCM atmosphere will be reflected in the
hydrological cycle and could modify the
nested model humidity flux divergence.

To quantify the RCM and pilot
humidity, an atmospheric water budget can
be used. The budget equation takes the form
of:

(1)

where P is the total precipitation (large-scale
plus convective), E the evaporation, r the
water vapor mixing ration, cw the cloud
water, ci the cloud ice and V the horizontal
wind. The residual term e is introduced to

take into account errors from approximations
in numerical formulation or interpolation.

Dif ferent  deep  convect ive
parameterizations could be used to illustrate
RCMs behavior regarding the atmospheric
water  content .  Each convective
parameterization follows particular
triggering conditions and closure
assumption, therefore modifying the
humidity distribution and influences the
hydrological cycle. The resulting atmosphere
can differs from one type of
parameterization to another.

To illustrate the topic, an experiment
is conducted with the Canadian RCM (Caya
and Laprise, 1999) and includes the
atmospheric water budget computation. The
CRCM is run for 4 months, from May to
August 1988. The water budget is computed
for JJA only, May being used for spin-up.
The domain is centered over Texas and is
composed of 141 x 121 grid points of 45 km
of resolution, including a 9 grid points
sponge zone, and is covering USA, Mexico
and the surrounding sea. In the vertical, 18
levels up to 30 km in the atmosphere are
used. The timestep is 15 minutes. ECMWF
analyses of 2.5° resolution and 14 vertical
levels provide the driving data every 12
hours. Two convective options are tested:
the CGCMii moist adjustment scheme
(McFarlane et al. 1992) and the Bechtold-
Kain-Fritsch (BKF) (Bechtold et al. 2001)
deep and shallow convective schemes. Table
1 provides the atmospheric water budget for
every run as well as for the ECMWF driving
data.

P E- =

 
- - — ◊ - - — ◊ - - — ◊ +
∂
∂

∂
∂

∂

∂
e

r

t
rV

cw
t

cwV
ci
t

ciV
r r r



The dominant variables for every
simulation are P, E and the water vapor
divergence. (Over a period that is long
enough the local rate of change of water
vapor is less than the 3 dominant terms while
the terms for cloud water and ice are always
a few order less.) For the ECMWF analyses,
there is positive divergence. In the CRCM
with the GCMii moist adjustment scheme,
the atmospheric water budget behavior is
similar to the analyses and there is
divergence of the water vapor flux. There is
less precipitation than evaporation. The
humidity lost over the domain has a source
that is a draining from the
soil water. However with
the BKF’ scheme have
convergence of water vapor
over the domain and more
p r e c i p i t a t i o n  t h a n
evaporation.

Such differences in the atmospheric
water budget are reflected in the time-series
liquid soil water content presented on Fig. 1.
The simulation using the moist adjustment
has a total water decrease while the
simulation with BKF shows a slight increase
over the 4 months.

The simulations are too short to
allow the model to reach equilibrium and to
get final conclusions. This raises questions.
The equilibrium value of the model
atmospheric water value may differ between

CRCM simulation and the pilot. What are
the implications? Is a RCM that has a mean
atmospheric humidity profile that differs
from the pilot able to simulate a reliable
climate change projection? If the mean
humidity profile of the atmosphere is
different in a climate change context, will
the RCM be able to capture the differences?
These questions should be examined.

Table 1. JJA Water Budget (kg m-2 day-1). ∆  means
that either the field is not available either the variable
is not pronostic.

Figure 1. Time series grid-averaged liquid water soil
content (%).
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The application of AGCM, ocean hydrothermodynamical model and 

sea ice evolution model to Arctic region is discussed. 
The sea ice model is based on Semptner and Hibler model. Ice compactness, 

presence of thick and thin ice in a cell, snow mass in ice cell, specific ice melting and 
producing processes are taken into account. The purpose of the work is analysis of 
seasonal and annual evolution of sea ice, long-term variability of a model ice cover, 
and also its sensitivity to some model characteristics.  

The numerous experiments according to influence of some model parameters 
on results are carried out. Ice and snow albedo and ocean heat flux in ice are most 
important in this connection.  

Results of 70 years simulation of Arctic basin sea ice evolution are analyzed. 
The average ocean currents data are taken from observations. Ice thickness for a cell 
with coordinates 170W, 86N depending on time are submitted in Fig. 1. The separate 
points define daily average meanings. 365 days moving average is shown by a thick 
line. The significant (about 0.5 м) interannual fluctuations of an ice cover exist. The 
spectral analysis of results allows to make exacter conclusions about the ice cover 
change in time. Periodogram, determining amplitudes of spectral decomposition 
harmonics of ice thickness in the specified cell, is shown in a Fig. 2. The basic peak, 
naturally, corresponds to a one year (365 days) period. There are also rather 
appreciable fluctuations with a 5 years period and further continuous wide spectrum 
with periods more than 10 years. The Fig. 3 shows periodogram for the same variable, 
but when annual and seasonal components are excluded. The diagram shows, that 
there are only synoptical fluctuations with a 3 - 10 days period and of rather small 
amplitude. The auto correlation function with the excluded annual and seasonal 
components (Fig. 4) shows data dependence with 3 days time lag. The similar results 
are received for other points, and also for average ice thickness in Arctic Region. 
There are significant interannual fluctuations of sea ice cover with periods in 4 - 5 
years. 

This work is supported by RFFI. 
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Fig. 1. Sea ice thickness (m). 
 

 
Fig. 2. Periodogram for sea ice thickness. Period in days. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Periodogram for sea ice thickness.                           Fig. 4. Autocorrelation.  
           Period in days. Excluded seasonal cycle.                             Time lag – days. 
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1) Introduction and experimental design
The basic idea behind the use of Regional Climate Models (RCM) to downscale outputs of Global

Circulation Models (GCM) consists in adding high-resolution details on the GCM large-scale flow without altering
long waves. However, for particular circulation patterns, the Davies (1976) approach used in most RCMs to specify
their lateral boundaries over a given sponge zone is insufficient to insure the coherence between the large-scale
circulations of the driving and driven models. To correct this problem in the Canadian RCM (CRCM, Caya and
Laprise, 1999), a spectral nudging (Biner et al., 2000) of the large-scale wind was applied over the whole model
domain in addition to the Davies' specifications of the lateral boundaries. The filter used by Biner et al. (2000) to
select the large-scale part of the circulation was quite crude and cannot accurately select the wanted scale. However,
the proof of concept was made and their spectral nudging prevented the CRCM simulation from drifting from its
driving data. A new version of the spectral nudging in the CRCM was developed using a more sophisticated spectral
filter based upon cosine functions (Denis et al., 2001). The experiment reported in this paper aims at defining the
adjustable parameters of the CRCM spectral nudging in order to minimize the strength of the forcing while keeping
the large-scale circulation of the nested model coherent with its counterpart from the driving data. The adjustable
parameters in the new version of the CRCM spectral nudging are: the wavenumber of the shortest wave that is
included in the nudging procedure, the intensity of the nudging and the vertical profile of the nudging. The spectral
nudging is only applied to the top most levels of the model with an increasing value as we go upward in altitude. In
this short note, only the number of waves required in the nudging and its intensity at the top level is investigated.

Simulations were performed on a 96*96 points polar-stereographic grid covering the continental US. The
distance between gridpoints is 60 km in the horizontal using a 900 s timestep and there are 15 vertical levels up to
about 20 km. Simulations are 15-day long initialised on May 15th 1988 at 00 GMT. Initial and boundary conditions are
taken from 2.5° NCEP analyses. The second half of May was selected because of a large-scale closed low-pressure
system that is totally missed by the CRCM when the regular Davies nesting is used. This results in RMS difference
between CRCM and NCEP 250 hPa geopotential that remains large for 4 days. The spectral nudging keeps the CRCM
large-scale flow close to its driving data.

2) Sensitivity to the shortest wave included in the nudging
Different experiments are made to establish the shortest wave that must be nudged to keep the CRCM large-

scale circulation similar to the driving one. In order to keep the CRCM ability in developing the high-resolution
details of the flow, the nudging must be limited to long waves.

In order to assess the shortest wave needed, the difference between the CRCM and NCEP 250 hPa kinetic
energy is computed for a spectral nudging using an increasing number of waves starting with the fundamental. Figure
1 shows that nudging only wave number 1 has a very weak influence on the RMS difference. The insertion of waves
2, 3, 4 and 5 in the nudging decreases the RMS difference and peaks disappear with the nudging of wave 4. There is
no additional reduction of the RMS difference after wave 5 is included. Therefore it seems that nudging the four
longest waves (from 1450 km to 5750 km) are needed to anchor the CRCM large-scale circulation to its driving data.

Supplemental experiments were made and the results show that nudging smaller waves doesn't improve the
simulation and have negative effects by reducing the variance of smaller waves simulated by the CRCM.

3) Sensitivity to the intensity of the nudging
The intensity of the forcing is not uniform in the vertical keeping the model as free as possible in the low

levels. Therefore, the spectral nudging is null from the surface to a given level (adjustable) and then, increases with
altitude to reach its maximum value (adjustable) at the top of the model. The sensitivity of the model to this maximum
value is investigated.
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Experiments are made with a maximum value of 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.2, 0.15 and 0.1 (where for example, 0.25 is
the weight of the driving data used in the computation of the CRCM long waves at the topmost level). The same
diagnostics are presented for these new simulations. Figure 2 shows that an intensity of 0.1 seems sufficient to reduce
the RMS difference to an acceptable value but inspection of the simulated fields (Figure 3) made evidence for using a
value of 0.2. Various simulations were then performed to select the level from which the nudging is applied and
results showed that the model is almost insensitive to this parameter when varying from 500 hPa to 900 hPa.

Figure 1. Time series of domain averaged
RMS difference between CRCM and NCEP
250 hPa kinetic energy for various waves nudged.

Figure 2. Same as figure 1 but for various
maximum values of the spectral nudging strength.

Figure 3. 250 hPa geopotential height on 24 May at 12 GMT for (b) the NCEP analysis and for the
CRCM with (a) 0.1 or (c) 0.2 as maximum value for the spectral nudging.

4) Conclusion
A set of simulations was generated to select the wave that have to be retained, the maximum intensity and

its vertical profile in the new CRCM spectral nudging. From these simulations, it has been found that wave 1 to 4
need to be included in the nudging with a weak maximum value of 0.2 applied at the top level of the model. The
model appears to be quite insensitive to the location of the lowest level to be nudged when chosen between 500 hPa
and 900 hPa. However, these tests were performed over a single grid, for short simulations and for a given set of
objective analyses. More thorough experiments are needed to infer the complete behaviour of the new spectral
nudging scheme.

Moreover, it should be kept in mind that the spectral nudging is not physical and should be kept to much
weaker value than what is present in the dynamic and the physic of the model. Results from this study are in this
direction but a comparison of the amplitude of the various forcings is required.
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Modelling of Atmospheric Angular Momentum in a simple AGCM
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Introduction
This work investigates the impacts of various large-scale thermal forcings on the global AAM. The investigation
is based on numerical experiments with a simple GCM, PUMA (Portable University Model of the Atmosphere)
[Fraedrich et al., 1998]. The non-linear hydrodynamics of the atmosphere are represented in PUMA in the same
way as in a standard GCM, but the latitude-dependent radiative forcing is strongly simplified and expressed as a New-
tonian cooling FR

TR T
R

, where FR is the forcing, TR is the restoration temperature and R the e-folding time of the
Newtonian cooling. By modifying the restoration temperature field, the large-scale thermal forcing of the atmosphere
can be easily controlled.
A series of numerical experiments are carried out using different restoration temperature fields and orographies. The
restoration temperature fields are zonally symmetric and have different meridional gradients. It is found that the global
AAM increases with increasing meridional gradient in the thermal forcing. The increase in the AAM is characterized
by a change in circulation regime in the mid- and high-latitudes: The structure of the transients changes from a zonal
wavenumber six to three, and the number of cells in the meridional circulation reduces from three to two with a di-
minishing polar cell.

The T -Experiment
An experiment is conducted to investigate the dependencies of AAM on the mean meridional temperature gradient.
In this experiment the meridional gradient of the restoration temperature field is increased by steps of 10K from

T TR EQ TR POLE 0 to T 190K. For each of these configurations the model is integrated over ten
years. As it is to be expected, the AAM grows with increasing T (Figure 1a). But unlike the total kinetic energy KE
(Fig. 1b) the function of AAM is not “smooth”. It shows three nearly linear regions which are divided by ranges of a
remarkably smaller slope . This behavior arises from changes in the mid- and high-latitude circulation regimes.
The first region is a global Hadley-regime (not shown here). The second one is a Rossby-regime during which
the mid-latitude eddies are growing in size and strength. For stronger meridional restoration temperature gradients
( T 120K) the eddies begin to extend pol-ward and a different Rossby-regime is formed with low pressure over the
poles and huge anticyclones in the mid-latitudes. The change from regime 2 to regime 3 can be seen in the meridional
mass-stream-function (Fig. 2) as well as in the shift of the predominant wave number of synoptic activity from six to
three (Fig. 3).
So how do these transitions of circulation patterns affect the AAM? To answer this, one can look at the ratio of eddy
kinetic energy to total kinetic energy EKE/KE (Fig. 1b). The EKE is, as well as the KE, a monotonicly growing
function of T . However the ratio of both is not. As long as the eddies are growing, the EKE’s share of KE is growing
too. So a smaller part of the growing KE is zonal mean kinetic energy KZ. After entering the third regime, KZ can
hold its share of KE and the AAM grows faster again, though not as fast as in regime 2.

We continue our work with the investigation of transient and abrupt changes in the restoration temperature fields
and experiments with real and idealized orographies.
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Figure 1: Relative angular momentum and kinetic energy
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Figure 2: Meridional mass-stream-function for (a) T 60K and (b) T 180K given in kg s.
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Figure 3: Wavenumber spectrum derived from the surface pressure along 45 N. The maximal variance is located at wavenumber
6-7 for T 60K but shifts to wavenumber 3 for T 190K. The robustness of this result is checked by performing
the same experiment with PUMA at T21 and T42 truncation.
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��� ��ux}�~Xy�� zr���6~���w�u���w���y�zd�Uy�u�������} � �&~Xy�w&� ��y�|xw\��~r�Uy{� ��~��r} zr��~�}o��zr�?y�w��]y��\����y�|x�����Uy�u����dy�|xw&zru�y��xu�y�z��gy�|xw
��} � �&~Xy�w{��z���wE}��a�g �¡
�U¢£���v~���~�} ����w�����zr����wE���x� �x�Wy�|xwW��} � �&~Xy�w{¤X~�����~��x� } � yU����ux��� �x�2~Wy�� ��w��[� y�|S��w���u���w��S��zr}�~��
~r��y�� ¤]� yU�W~����WwE�x|�~�����w��W¤rzr}��E~��x���a~r��y�� ¤]� y�� w��o~XyAy�|xw
�CwE�r� �x�x� �x�6z��/y�|xw6���Xy�|&��wE�?y�ux���r�r�]�xzX�[�&~r��y�|xwvt�~�} y�zr�\¥S� �x� �
��ux���A¦a|xwv��} � �&~Xy�w[��z���wE}C�a�g �¡
�U¢m��zr���Uy�� y�u�y�w��oz��Cy�|xwv~Xy���z?���x|xwE�����a��z���wE}C�a�g v§v¥S¨\©P¦[ªr«X�H��w���zr} u�y�� zr�C¬�~����
y�|xw��r} zr��~�}Cz���w�~������ ����ux}�~Xy�� zr�\��z���wE}� �¡�"�A�U¢L©P¦a¨]®G�H��w���zr} u�y�� zr�C¬��?�Cz�y�|���wE¤rwE} zr�x�Cw��2~Xygy�|xw�¥do�o� �� v~����xux�����
¦a|xw���z���wE}����[�¯zr����w����[� y�|���zr}�~��
� ����~r����~�����w{~�����¤rzr}��E~��x���{��u��Uy�� ��������w���~r�
�gwE} }�~r�
�[� y�|e�r��wEwE�x|xzru���w6�?~r�
��zr���
��wE�?y���~Xy�� zr���g� ��zr����wE�gy�z\��� ��ux}�~Xy�w�w��]y�wE����~�}°��zr����� y�� zr���az���y�|xw6��~r�Uy[� �S~���~��x�x��zr�x����~Xy�w��a~G�d©P±�� ���[�G¬��
J²FsI�DG<?N&DG<?h´³"<?NG@�DGQ�N�<?B

¦a|xwS~G¤rwE��~��rw��µ�[� �?y�wE��y�wE���CwE��~Xy�ux��w�����ux��� �x��y�|xw��CwE��� z��m�X¶X«r«X�����r�r«S~���w��r� ¤rwE�´� �·±�� �rux��wd®��(¦a|xw��xzr��y�|xwE���
|xwE�������x|xwE��w[�xzr��y�|�z��°ªr«?¸�¹K��wE¤rw�~�}��A~���� ������w�~r��w��{y�wE���CwE��~Xy�ux��w[��~��x�rw[��zr����~���w���y�z�y�|xw[y���zr�x���E�o~�����y�|xwv��zru�y�|��
wE����|xwE�������x|xwE��w\��zru�y�|µz��aªr«?¸Eº/�=¦a|x���6���{��uxw�y�z�y�|xw&��wE}�~Xy�� ¤rwE} �S|]ux�rw&��zr�?y�� �xwE�?y�~�}o� ��»�uxwE����w&zr�ey�|xw&�xzr��y�|xwE���
|xwE�������x|xwE��wr�v±xux��y�|xwE����zr��w�y�|xw�y�wE���CwE��~Xy�ux��w{� �Sy�|x���v��~���yvz��Ay�|xw��r} zr�Cw���|xzX�
�v~&�&~����rw�����w���wE���x}�~�����w6y�z&y�|xw
w��]y�wE����~�}C�¯zr����� �x���]�[|xwE��w�~r�"y�|xw6��zru�y�|xwE���2|xwE�������x|xwE��w6��wE¤]��~Xy�w��g� ����zr��w��CwE��� z��x�E��¼K� y�|x� ��y�|xw�½����Uy[��~���yaz��=y�|xw
t�~�} y�zr�e¥S� �x� ��ux��y�|xwE��w�����~�}���z2~&�&~����rw��S��zr�?y���~r�Uy
� �Sy�|xw�y�wE���CwE��~Xy�ux��w���wE¤rwE} zr�x��wE�?yvzr�d�Cz�y�|d|xwE�������x|xwE��w��
�[� y�|���z]zr} � �x�2� �dy�|xw��xzr��y�|xwE���d|xwE�������x|xwE��wW~����Sy�|xw�y���zr�x���E��~����e~\�a~������ �\y�wE����wE�����S� �dy�|xw���zru�y�|xwE���e|xwE��� �
���x|xwE��wr�o¦a|x���ay���wE�������[��wE¤rwE����w��2~X�¾y�wE�{��¿x��«��[|xwE��y�wE���CwE��~Xy�ux��w��a� ��y�|xw���zru�y�|xwE����|xwE�������x|xwE��w6wE¤rwE�?y�u�~�} } �2~�}���z
��w�����w�~r��wr��§
�xz�y�|xwE�a� �?y�wE��w��Uy�� �x���P~r��y[�Cw�yU�gwEwE�\y�|xw�w��]y�wE����~�}C�¯zr����� �x�W~����\y�wE���CwE��~Xy�ux��w����"y�|xw�y�� ��w�}�~��W�Cw�yU�gwEwE�
y�|xw���� �x� ��ux�Lz��°y�|xw���zr}�~��g~r��y�� ¤]� yU��~���zrux������¿x�GÀ6~�����y�|xwv��� �x� ��ux�Áz���y�|xwvy�wE���CwE��~Xy�ux��w��"~���zrux������¿�¨?«x��¦a|x���
�x|xwE�xzr��wE�xzr���x��zr��~��x} �\� �]¤rzr} ¤rw��a~W}�~��r�rw��\z���w�~��x������w����Czr����wvy�z�y�|xw6w��]y�wE����~�}/�¯zr����� �x���
���ey�|xw&��w���y�� zr��~��CzX¤rwWzr�x} �d~G¤rwE��~��rw���y�wE���CwE��~Xy�ux��w���~���w�~���~�} ����w�����§ÁÂ?uxw��Uy�� zr�d�¯ux��y�|xwE��y�z���������u��������vy�|xw���w��
�r� zr��~�}��azr����zr�?y�� �xwE�?y�~�}°�"y�wE���CwE��~Xy�ux��w{� ����~r��y��v±�� �rux��w�ª\��|xzX�
�[y�|xw�} w�~r��� �x�2�a¡�±��
z��A�xzr��y�|xwE���S|xwE�������x|xwE��w
�[� �?y�wE�Wy�wE���CwE��~Xy�ux��w���©P¦
®X�\¬�~����´��w�~d} wE¤rwE}a�x��w�����ux��w�©sº�Ã=g¬{�xzr��y�|´z��vªr«?¸E¹Äy�zr�rw�y�|xwE�W�[� y�|´y�|xwE� �&o��� ����� ��~�}
�"zr���Czr�xwE�?y��\©Pa�a¬�w����x}�~�� �x� �x�µ��Å]Æ�~����Ç®?¶rÆ�z��ay�z�y�~�}"¦
®X�È~�����º�Ã=)¤X~�����~�����wr� ��w����Cw���y�� ¤rwE} �r�2�a¡�±É�\¦
®X�
��|xzX�
�oy�|xw6��wEw���~G�K�Cw�yU�gwEwE���oux��~r����~�~�����¢���wEwE�x}�~����2~r�"�gwE} }°~r�"�Cw�yU�gwEwE����wE�?y���~�}/¹
zr��y�|�§
��wE�����E~W~����2§
}�~r���X~x�
¦a|xw&a�)z��a�a¡�±)�&¦
®X�²��wE¤rw�~�}��
y�|�~Xy{��ux��� �x�S��wE��y�~�� �e�CwE��� z��x���[� y�|x� ��y�|xw&t�~�} y�zr�µ¥S� �x� ��ux�È~��CzX¤rwW�xzr���&~�}
y�wE���CwE��~Xy�ux��w����x��wE¤X~�� }A� ��¢���wEwE�x}�~�����~�����§
}�~r���X~x�&¦a|xwW½����Uy�º�Ã=A���a¡�±·���6��zr�x�xw���y�w��ey�z�y�|xw\§
����y����\¡������ } }�~X�
y�� zr�µ©P§v¡�¬���¦a|xw{º�Ã=A��a�(� �������E~Xy�w��a�xwE�?~Xy�� ¤rw�¤X~�} uxw��azr�a¤X~�} uxw��[��} z?��wvy�z�ÊEwE��z���zr�x�xw���y�w��2�[� y�|��gw�~��&zr�a� �]¤rwE����w
§v¡���ux��� �x�\y�|xw�t�~�} y�zr��¥S� �x� ��ux���6§£�x|]�������E~�}=w����x}�~���~Xy�� zr�S�¯zr�vy�|x�����x|xwE�xzr��wE�xzr�d�����x��zr��~��x} �2y�|xwW��w���u���w��
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CEDGF�HEHJI�HLKNM�OLP�QRFSCEDUTWVUX�DUVUY
Z F�V\[.X�T^]JVUP_Y_T^Q4`aHLK�bcVUIWd9HJe�P_X�V

f OLP_g?]ETWIWIWVLhEi
TWDjQRHJP_TkO
l e�Y�QRPROLIWTkOmh�nJo?pJq

M+rsOLTWIutNP�v OLP_w�IWVyx
e�X�TWrzVUIWd-{ VUw�e-{ OLe
|
e�P v�HJP_g(TWX?]JHJI^]JVUY7QRF�V#Y�`EY�QRVUrsO}QRTWD<Y�QRe�wm`aHLK3IkOLP_~JV��4Y_D�OLIWV
DGF�OLX�~JVUY.TWXa~JIWHJd�OLI�DUIWTWrsO}QRV#OLX�w

P_VU~JTWHJX�OLI�DGF�OLX�~JVUY#K�HJP.QRF�V l e�Y�QRPROLIWTkOLXSDUHJX?QRTWX�VUX?Q
QRF�O}Q#F�O�]JV�HEDUDUe�P_P_VUw�Hy]JVUP
QRF�V�IkOLY�Q��ynJomh oJoJo
`JV�OLP_YU{ Z F�VUP_V
DUe�P_P_VUX?QRI^`zV��mTWY�QRY�O\X�VUVUw(K�HJP�QRF�V!TWX?QRVUP_��P_VjQGO}QRTWHJXzHLK-QRF�V!w�O}QGO\d�OLY_VUwaP_VUDUHJX�Y�QRP_e�D��
QRTWHJX�Y<v7T^QRF�TWX�O�wm`EX�OLrzTWD�OLI�K�PROLrzVjv�HJP_g�{�|
e�P�rzHEw�VUIWIWTWX�~cOL����P_H?OLDGF�v7TWIWI���P_Hy]ETWw�VsY_TWr�e�IkO}QRVUw
DUIWTWrsO}QRV#OLX�w�F?`Ew�P_HJIWHJ~JTWD�OLI-rzHEw�VUI�w�O}QGO�Y_VjQRY.v7T^QRF�v7F�TWDGF�QRHzDUHJrz��OLP_V#QRF�V\P_VUDUHJX�Y�QRP_e�DjQRVUw�DUIWT��
rsO}QRVUYUh�TWw�VUX?QRT^K�`ETWX�~�DUHJX�Y_TWY�QRVUX�DUTWVUY!OLX�w�TWX�DUHJX�Y_TWY�QRVUX�DUTWVUY�QRF�O}Q.rsO�`(V��mTWY�Q7v7T^QRFaQRF�V<wm`EX�OLrzTWDUYU{

Z F�V
~JIWHJd�OLI9Y_TWr�e�IkO}QRTWHJX�Y'OLP_V
�9VUP�K�HJP_rzVUwsv7T^QRFaO�Y_HJ��F�TWY�QRTWD�O}QRVUwaO}QRrzHJY_��F�VUP_TWD#�\��b�v7F�TWDGF
Y_e�DUDUVUY_Y�K�e�IWI^`�P_VU��IWTWD�O}QRVUYNQRF�V���P_VUY_VUX?Q�w�O�`c� f��<� DUIWTWrsO}QRHJIWHJ~L`J{���HEDUe�YNv7TWIWIEQRF�VUX�QRe�P_X�QRH<Y_rsOLIWIWVUP
Y_D�OLIWVUY�v7T^QRF�TWX l e�Y�QRPROLIWTkOmhJv7F�VUP_V!IWTWrzT^QRVUw�OLP_V�O\rzHEw�VUIWY�OLX�wsF?`Ew�P_HJIWHJ~JTWD�OLI�rzHEw�VUIWY+v7TWIWI�d9V!e�Y_VUw
QRH�e�X�w�VUP_Y�QGOLX�w���P_HEDUVUY_Y_VUY�w�Hyv7X�QRHcQRF�V(D�O}QRDGF�rzVUX?Q�IWVj]JVUIu{���VzK�HEDUe�Y�TWX�T^QRTkOLIWI^`cHJX�QRF�VsrzTWwE�
� HJIWHEDUVUX�V����\g}O � hmOLX(VU�9HEDGFsK�HJP�v7F�TWDGF(P_VUIkO}QRT^]JVUI^`�IkOLP_~JV.OLrzHJe�X?QRY�HLK���OLIWVUH\w�O}QGO�V��mTWY�Q�OLX�wzK�HJP
v7F�TWDGF�QRF�VUP_V�TWY#OaDUIWV�OLP#e�X�w�VUP_Y�QGOLX�w�TWX�~�HLK'QRF�V�DUIWTWrsO}QRV\K�HJP_DUTWX�~JYU{���HJe�X�w�OLP�`�DUHJX�w�T^QRTWHJX�Y#OLP_V
DUHJX�Y_TWY�QRVUX?Q7v7T^QRFaQRF�V f OLIWVUHEDUIWTWrsO}QRV#bcHEw�VUIWIWTWX�~� 4X?QRVUP_DUHJrz��OLP_TWY_HJX f P_H¢¡_VUDjQ�� f bc  f'� v7T^QRF�HJX�I^`
QRF�V<HJP_d�T^QGOLI9K�HJP_DUTWX�~JY7OLX�wcO}QRrzHJY_��F�VUP_TWD\��|
£!DUHJX�DUVUX?QRPRO}QRTWHJX�Y7w�T^¤�VUP_TWX�~�K�P_HJrBQRF�HJY_V<HLK3QRHEw�O�`J{

Z F�V rzHEw�VUI�Y_TWr�e�IkO}QRVUw �<¥ �cY_e�P�K�OLDUV�OLTWP�QRVUrz�9VUPRO}QRe�P_V�OLX�HJrsOLIWTWVUY����Lg}O�� f��<� Y_F�Hyv7Y+DUHEHJIWVUP
QRVUrz�9VUPRO}QRe�P_VUY
K�HJP#rzHJY�Q<HLK�QRF�V�IkOLX�w�rsOLY_Y_VUY\Hy]JVUP#QRF�V�~JIWHJd9V����3TW~�{s�yO � {�C�QGO}QRTWY�QRTWD�OLI�Y_TW~JX�T^¦m�
D�OLX�DUV�O}Q.QRF�V�§?pJ¨�IWVj]JVUI�TWY.TWX�w�TWD�O}QRVUw�d?`�Y�QRTW����IWTWX�~�{��3TW~�{#��d�Y_F�Hyv7Y!QRF�V�DUHJP_P_VUY_�9HJX�w�TWX�~ ¥?¥ l
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sea surface temperature (SST) mediates the energy exchange at the air-sea interface and the var-

iability of SST on different timescales reflects this coupling. This study analyzes the SST variability and its
change with global warming. We directly relate the large-scale features of SST variability and heat flux
(HF) variability based on both the NCEP/NCAR reanalyses and the results of the CCCma coupled atmos-
phere-ocean model.

2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
The CCCma coupled model, control climate, forcing scenarios, and the simulated climate change

are described in Flato et al.(2000) and Boer et al.(2000a,b). We use three 1000-yr model outputs, including
the control run (CTRL) and two stabilization integrations with the forcing “stabilized” at year 2050 and 2100
values (referred to as STAB-2050 and STAB-2100, respectively). The NCEP/NCAR reanalyses monthly
data, which cover the 50-yr period 1949-1998, are also employed (Kistler et al. 2001).

The energy balance of the upper layer of the ocean, after subtracting out climatological mean val-

ues of the terms, is . Where C is the oceanic heat capacity, T the surface

temperature, R and B the radiative and turbulent energy exchanges across the surface, and A the conver-
gence of heat in the layer by transport processes (Boer, 1993). The temperatures on the lhs of the equa-
tion are daily values while the rhs terms are monthly means. When the equation is squared and averaged,

the lhs takes the form where r is the lagged autocorrelation. We connect the daily variability

to the variability of the monthly mean with the relationship where involves

the lagged autocorrelations of daily values (von Storch and Zwiers, 1998). Thus the monthly mean temper-
ature variance is related to the variance of forcing terms as

  or                                                (1)

where the transfer factor G depends on the autocorrelation structure of temperature, and is the sum of

the surface heat flux variances and the variance of oceanic heat flux convergence. gives the contribu-

tion to the generation of temperature variance that would apply if the components were independent of one
another, while e (the “efficiency” factor) measures the degree to which these physical forcing mechanisms
act to counteract one another.

3. RESULTS
The surface energy budget from the control simulation is reasonably similar to observational esti-

mates (Boer, 1993; Yu and Boer, 2002), although observation-based net HF and individual flux compo-
nents still exhibit considerable differences (e.g. Trenberth et al., 2001). In some ways, the variability of HF
is easier to estimate than the mean fluxes themselves. Systematic errors and biases in the means are of
less importance and the main spatial scales of longer term variability tend to be large (WCRP, 2000). Fig-
ure 1 compares the results of SST variability and associated HF variability, based on (1), between CTRL
and NCEP reanalyses. The qualitatively similar features are clear evident, though the modelled tropical

variability is weak especially in the equatorial eastern Pacific. The configuration of largely determines

the SST variability. Nevertheless, it is important that the overall effect of G*e also exhibits a spatial distribu-
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tion bearing a resemblance to the spatial pattern of SST variability, indicating that they are not negligible
contributors in determining the temperature variability.

Figure1 Geographical distributions of SST variances ( , oC2), the total HF variances ( , 102W2m-4),

                       and G*e (10-5oC2/W2m-4) from the control simulation (CTRL) and NCEP reanalyses.
Figure 2 displays the percentage change of SST variability and variability budget terms with global

warming, . The temperature variances are generally reduced in the tropical Pacific and

enhanced in the subtropical Pacific, while enhanced variability occupies most of the Atlantic ocean. The

change in HF variance explains much of SST variability change, although not all. There are notable dif-

ferences between the changes of SST variability and that of in the tropical central Pacific, the Indian
ocean and mid-latitudes of the North Atlantic. In these regions, the SST variability decreases (increases)

despite an increase (decrease) in and either little change or even an increase in e. The changes are
associated with the transfer factor G reflecting the temperature autocorrelation structure. In the tropics,
SST has a shorter memory in the warming scenarios than that in the current climate, resulting in a
decreasing of temperature persistence. In the mid-latitudes of the North Atlantic, on the other hand, the
covariance relationships between HFs are changing (negative covariances are decreasing) to produce a
larger e relative to CTRL. The temperature persistence increases also in this area.

Figure 2 Percentage changes of SST variability with global Figure 3 Power spectra of the regional mean SST, HF
  warming (STAB-2100 relative to CTRL) and the associated            and HF covariances from the model integrations,
  variability balance.                                                                           including CTRL, STAB-2050 and STAB-2100.
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A power spectrum analysis over the mid-latitudes (45-55oN) of the North Atlantic shows the rela-
tionship between temperature and HF variability in different timescales (Fig.3). In contrast to the increase
of SST spectra, the spectra of the surface turbulent and ocean transport fluxes show significant decreases
in the STAB-2100 warming scenario relative to the CTRL. This highlights again that it is the changes of HF
covarinces rather than HF variances alone that are responsible for the changes of temperature variability.

4. SUMMARY
SST variance is expressed as a combination of three factors: the sum of the variances of surface

radiative and turbulent fluxes and the ocean heat transport, a transfer factor representing the SST persist-
ence, and an efficiency factor associated with the covariance relationship among these terms. The geo-
graphical distribution of SST variance follows that of the sum of the variances of the heat fluxes but
modified by a term reflecting the SST autocorrelation structure and an efficiency factor reflecting the covar-
iance structure among the heat fluxes.

The changes of SST variability with GHG-induced warming show broad-scale features, which
become more prominent with the increase of the external forcing and on longer timescales. Changes in dif-
ferent components of (1) gave the change in SST variability in different geographical regions and each
plays an important role.
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